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Recommendation ITU-T X.1217 

Guidelines for applying threat intelligence in telecommunication network 

operation 

 

 

Summary 

Threat intelligence from a telecommunication operator's point of view is a collection of organized, 

analysed, and refined information about potential and current attacks that may threaten an 

organization. This information can also include attackers' motivations, intentions, characteristics, and 

methods, along with their modus operandi or techniques, tactics, and procedures. 

In the network and information security area, the occurrence of large-scale and unexpected 

cybersecurity incidents has triggered the urgent need for threat intelligence. Threat intelligence can 

help an organization to reduce risk and improve its overall security. A unified taxonomy, grammar, 

and presentation of threat intelligence has been defined so that threat intelligence can be shared 

between different organizations. 

Recommendation ITU-T X.1217 specifies guidelines for applying threat intelligence in 

telecommunication network operation after an overview analysis. 
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FOREWORD 

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is the United Nations specialized agency in the field of 

telecommunications, information and communication technologies (ICTs). The ITU Telecommunication 

Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of ITU. ITU-T is responsible for studying technical, 

operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing 

telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 

The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which meets every four years, 

establishes the topics for study by the ITU-T study groups which, in turn, produce Recommendations on 

these topics. 

The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1. 

In some areas of information technology which fall within ITU-T's purview, the necessary standards are 

prepared on a collaborative basis with ISO and IEC. 

 

 

 

NOTE 

In this Recommendation, the expression "Administration" is used for conciseness to indicate both a 

telecommunication administration and a recognized operating agency. 
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mandatory provisions (to ensure, e.g., interoperability or applicability) and compliance with the 
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Introduction 

Threat intelligence from a telecommunication operator's point of view is a collection of organized, 

analysed and refined information about potential and current attacks that may threaten an 

organization. This information can also include attackers' motivations, intentions, characteristics 

and methods, along with their modus operandi or techniques, tactics and procedures. 

In the area of network and information security, the occurrence of large-scale and unexpected 

cybersecurity incidents has triggered the urgent need for threat intelligence. Threat intelligence can 

help an organization reduce risk and improve overall security by understanding who is most likely 

to attack, what they will attack, what they want to accomplish, why they want it, and how they plan 

to do it. 

[OASIS STIXv2] defines a language and serialization format used to exchange cyberthreat 

intelligence. [OASIS TAXIIv2] specifies a protocol used to exchange cyberthreat intelligence over 

HTTPS. [ITU-T X.1215] describes how the structured threat information expression (STIX) 

language may be used to support cyberthreat intelligence and information sharing. 

A unified taxonomy, grammar and presentation of threat intelligence has been defined so that threat 

intelligence can be shared between different organizations. The next problem that needs to be taken 

into consideration is how to use the threat intelligence to solve security problems in the network. 

[OASIS OpenC2-L] specifies a command and control (C2) language for controlling cybersecurity 

functions. [OASIS OpenC2-H] specifies a HTTPS application programming interface (API) to 

transport OpenC2 commands to cybersecurity devices. [OASIS OpenC2-P] specifies the use of the 

OpenC2 language for controlling stateless firewalls. Profiles for other cybersecurity functions are 

under development in OASIS. 

This Recommendation specifies the guidelines for the application of threat intelligence after an 

overview analysis. 
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Recommendation ITU-T X.1217 

Guidelines for applying threat intelligence in  

telecommunication network operation 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation proposes guidelines for applying threat intelligence in telecommunication 

network operation after an overview analysis. 

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the 

currently valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within 

this Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation. 

[ITU-T X.1215] Recommendation ITU-T X.1215 (2019), Use cases for structured 

threat information expression. 

[OASIS OpenC2-H] OASIS Specification for Transfer of OpenC2 Messages via HTTPS 

Version 1.0.  
<https://docs.oasis-open.org/openc2/open-impl-https/v1.0/cs01/open-impl-https-v1.0-cs01.html 

[OASIS OpenC2-L] OASIS Open Command Open Command and Control (OpenC2) 

Language Specification Version 1.0.  
<https://docs.oasis-open.org/openc2/oc2ls/v1.0/cs01/oc2ls-v1.0-cs01.html> 

[OASIS OpenC2-P] OASIS Open Command and Control (OpenC2) Profile for Stateless 

Packet Filtering Version 1.0.  
<https://docs.oasis-open.org/openc2/oc2slpf/v1.0/oc2slpf-v1.0.html> 

[OASIS STIXv2] OASIS STIX 2.1 specifications. 
<https://docs.oasis-open.org/cti/stix/v2.1/stix-v2.1.html> 

[OASIS TAXIIv2] OASIS TAXII 2.1 specifications.  
<https://docs.oasis-open.org/cti/taxii/v2.1/cs01/taxii-v2.1-cs01.html> 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere:  

3.1.1 botnet [b-ITU-T X.1231]: Remotely controlled malicious software robots (bots) that are 

run autonomously or automatically on compromised computers together with a command-and-

control server owned by bot masters. 

3.1.2 fraud [b-ITU-T Y.140.1]: The act of acquiring pecuniary advantage by misrepresentation 

or unauthorized action. 

3.1.3 malware [b-ITU-T X.1211]: Malicious software designed specifically to damage or disrupt 

a system, attacking confidentiality, integrity and/or availability. 

3.1.4 phishing [b-ITU-T X.1244]: An attempt to acquire criminally and fraudulently sensitive 

information, such as usernames, passwords and financial account details, by masquerading as a 

trustworthy entity in an electronic communication. 

https://docs.oasis-open.org/openc2/open-impl-https/v1.0/cs01/open-impl-https-v1.0-cs01.html
https://docs.oasis-open.org/openc2/oc2ls/v1.0/cs01/oc2ls-v1.0-cs01.html
https://docs.oasis-open.org/openc2/oc2slpf/v1.0/oc2slpf-v1.0.html
https://docs.oasis-open.org/cti/stix/v2.1/stix-v2.1.html
https://docs.oasis-open.org/cti/taxii/v2.1/cs01/taxii-v2.1-cs01.html
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3.1.5 vulnerability [b-ITU-T X.1524]: Any weakness in software that could be exploited to 

violate a system or the information it contains. 

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

This Recommendation defines the following terms:  

3.2.1 data cleaning: A process to delete irrelevant data and duplicate data in the original data set, 

to smooth the noise data, and process missing values and outliers. 

3.2.2 data clipping: A process to clip useless or abnormal data. 

3.2.3 data deduplication: A process to delete duplicate data in the original data set. 

3.2.4 data desensitization: A process to hide the sensitive data. 

3.2.5 data filtering: A process to delete irrelevant data and filter the unrelated data in the original 

data set. 

3.2.6 data mapping: A process to map data elements from the source data system to the 

destination data system. 

3.2.7 data merging: A process to merge the similar data records into one record. 

3.2.8 data mining: A computational process to discover patterns in large data sets involving 

methods of artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and database systems. 

3.2.9 data noise reduction: A process to smooth the noise data. 

3.2.10 data sampling: A statistics technique used to process missing values and outliers. 

3.2.11 data segmentation: A process to segment data from different levels. 

3.2.12 data sorting: A process to sort data in a certain order or category. 

3.2.13 data transforming: A process to transform data to a certain format and scale the data to a 

specified range. 

3.2.14 incidents collecting: A process to collect data about security incidents. 

3.2.15 situation awareness: A process to display the overall situation and predict possible threats 

and attacks. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

API Application Programming Interface 

CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 

C&C Command and Control 

DDoS Distributed Denial of Service 

DNS Domain Name System 

FW Firewall 

GW Gateway 

HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure 

ID Identity 

IDS Intrusion Detection System 

IP Internet Protocol 
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MD5 Message Digest Algorithm 5 

IPS Intrusion Prevention System 

O&M Operations and Maintenance 

SDN Software Defined Network 

SIEM Security Information and Event Management 

SoC Security Operation Centre 

STIX Structured Threat Information expression 

TAXII Trusted Automated exchange of Intelligence Information 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

WAF Web Application Firewall 

5 Conventions 

In this Recommendation:  

The keywords "is required to" indicate a requirement which must be strictly followed and from 

which no deviation is permitted, if conformance to this Recommendation is to be claimed.  

The keywords "is recommended" indicate a requirement which is recommended but which is not 

absolutely required. Thus, this requirement need not be present to claim conformance.  

The keywords "is prohibited from" indicate a requirement which must be strictly followed and from 

which no deviation is permitted, if conformance to this Recommendation is to be claimed.  

The keywords "can optionally" indicate an optional requirement which is permissible, without 

implying any sense of being recommended. This term is not intended to imply that the vendor's 

implementation must provide the option, and the feature can be optionally enabled by the network 

operator/service provider. Rather, it means the vendor may optionally provide the feature and still 

claim conformance with the specification. 

6 Overview of threat intelligence 

Threat intelligence from a telecommunication operator's point of view is a collection of organized, 

analysed and refined information about potential and current attacks that may threaten an 

organization. This information can also include attackers' motivations, intentions, characteristics 

and methods, along with their modus operandi or techniques, tactics and procedures. 

In telecommunication network operation, threat intelligence is knowledge that is used to prevent or 

mitigate cyberattacks, including attackers' motivations, intentions, characteristics, methods, 

operandi, techniques, tactics and procedures. It is not related to personal identifiable information. 

In the area of network and information security, the occurrence of large-scale and unexpected 

cybersecurity incidents has triggered the urgent need for threat intelligence. Threat intelligence can 

help an organization reduce risk and improve overall security by understanding who is most likely 

to attack, what they will attack, what they want to accomplish, why they want it, and how they plan 

to do it. 

[OASIS STIXv2] defines a language and serialization format used to exchange cyberthreat 

intelligence. [OASIS TAXIIv2] specifies a protocol used to exchange cyberthreat intelligence over 

HTTPS. [ITU-T X.1215] presents how the structured threat information expression (STIX) 

language may be used to support cyberthreat intelligence and information sharing. 
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A unified taxonomy, grammar and presentation of threat intelligence has been defined so that threat 

intelligence can be shared between different organizations. The next problem that needs to be taken 

into consideration is how to use the threat intelligence to solve security problems in the network. 

[OASIS OpenC2-L] specifies a command and control (C2) language for controlling cybersecurity 

functions. [OASIS OpenC2-H] specifies a HTTPS API to transport OpenC2 commands to 

cybersecurity devices. [OASIS OpenC2-P] specifies the use of the OpenC2 language for controlling 

stateless firewalls. Profiles for other cybersecurity functions are under development in OASIS. 

7 Overview of applying threat intelligence in telecommunication network operation 

Figure 7-1 shows how threat intelligence is applied in telecommunication network operation. 

 

Figure 7-1 – Applying threat intelligence in telecommunication network operation 
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According to Figure 7-1, applying threat intelligence in telecommunication network operation 

includes three main processes: data collecting, data processing and analysing, and intelligence 

sharing and applying. 

7.1 Data collecting 

There are two kinds of threat intelligence data sources: 

– data from internal network elements and security devices; 

– data from outside sources. 

The data from internal network elements and security devices mainly includes the logs, alerts and 

security policies, such as incident logs, domain name system (DNS) logs, firewall logs, etc. 

There are some specific sources to collect data from outside, such as searching via the Internet, 

acquisition from third parties via STIX/TAXII, etc. The shared data mainly includes IPs, domains, 

URLs, incidents, vulnerabilities, etc. 

Data desensitization is required to be performed before the data is collected. 

7.2 Data processing and analysing 

Data processing and analysing includes four function components: data cleaning, data transforming, 

data analysing, and situation awareness. 

Figure 7-2 illustrates the function components of data processing and analysing. 

 

Figure 7-2 – Function components of data processing and analysing 

– Data cleaning deletes irrelevant data and duplicate data in the original data set, smooths the 

noise data, and processes missing values and outliers. 

– Data transforming includes data integration and data normalization:  

• Data integration is to unify storage of multiple data sources in a certain format.  

• Data normalization is to eliminate the influence of the dimension and the range of 

values between indicators, and scale the data to a specified range, including function 

transformation and attribute construction, etc. 

– Data analysing uses various algorithms to analyse the data, extract keywords, clear rules, 

correlate analysis to obtain threat intelligence information, and analyse the corresponding 

countermeasures. 

– Situation awareness includes visualization and predictive warning:  

• Visualization is a visual display of the overall situation through the analysed data, such 

as categorization, sorting, and so on.  

• Predictive warning refers to predicting the possible range of threats, attack paths, attack 

methods, etc., through data analysis and overall situation, and issuing early warnings to 

give security strategies to defend against possible attacks. 
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7.3 Intelligence sharing and applying 

Intelligence sharing and applying includes two aspects: 

• According to the threat intelligence, operation and maintenance administrators can deploy 

security policies to network elements and security devices. 

• The threat intelligence can be shared with third parties. 

Threat intelligence for sharing and applying in telecommunication network operation includes 

threat intelligence information, predictive warning information, network security countermeasures, 

etc. 

The objects of intelligence sharing and applying in telecommunication network operation include 

network elements and security devices, such as intrusion detection system (IDS), intrusion 

prevention system (IPS), firewalls and anti-DDoS devices. When it comes to applying security 

command and control in security devices, it is recommended to use OASIS OpenC2 specifications. 

The goal of intelligence sharing and applying in telecommunication network operation is to prevent 

and reduce security incidents and at the same time achieve a prompt and efficient response to each 

security incident in the telecommunication network. 

8 Guidelines for applying threat intelligence in telecommunication network operation 

Clause 7 describes three main processes, data collecting, data processing and analysing, intelligence 

sharing and applying for applying threat intelligence in telecommunication network operation. 

Guidelines for applying threat intelligence in telecommunication network operation are specified 

accordingly in clauses 8.1 to 8.3. 

8.1 Data collecting 

Data collecting is the precondition of applying threat intelligence, and the purpose is to collect all 

the threat intelligence related information and data. The data is recommended to include data from 

internal network elements and security devices, e.g., logs, alerts and security policies. Meanwhile, 

the data is recommended to include data from outside sources, such as data searched via the 

Internet, data acquired from third parties, and so on. The shared data mainly includes IPs, domains, 

URLs, incidents, vulnerabilities, and so on. 

Active data collecting is recommended to be implemented to collect data such as DNS logs, firewall 

logs, and so on. Incidents collecting is recommended to be taken to collect data about security 

incidents. Intelligence collecting is recommended to be taken to collect critical intelligence, such as 

IPs, domains, URLs, incidents, vulnerabilities, and so on. 

If the data is collected from internal network elements and security devices, data collecting can be 

implemented according to different types such as incident information or botnet activity.  

The incident information can be collected from an IDS device, IPS device, web application firewall 

(WAF), anti-DDoS device, security information and event management (SIEM) platform and 

security operation centre (SoC) platform. The collected incident information is recommended to 

include the name, description, category, and affected assets of the incident. The time when the 

incident happens is recommended to be included. The botnet activity can be collected from DNS 

devices, IDS, WAF, anti-DDoS devices, etc. The collected botnet activity information is 

recommended to include the name, description, category and affected assets of the botnet activity. 

The time when the botnet activity happens is recommended to be included. 

If the data is collected from the Internet, data collecting can be implemented according to different 

types such as vulnerabilities information, malicious domains, malicious URLs, malicious 

IP addresses, incident information, etc.  
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The vulnerability information can be collected from vulnerability websites, such as common 

vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE) websites. The collected vulnerability information is 

recommended to include the ID, name, description, type, affected versions, affected vendors, 

affected products of vulnerability, etc. 

The malicious domain and URL information can be categorized as different threat types of 

command and control (C&C), botnet, malware, trojan code, phishing, fraud, etc. The malicious 

domain and URL information can be collected from websites, vendors' reports, third party's security 

reports, etc. The collected malicious domain and URL information is recommended to include 

domain name server, DNS type, threat type, credit level, etc. 

The malicious IP address information can be collected from various websites and some vendors and 

security companies, etc. Malicious IP addresses can be categorized as different threat types of 

DDoS, exploits, spam source, web attack, botnet, malware, C&C, etc. The collected malicious IP 

information is recommended to include IP, threat type, credit level, etc. 

The incident information can be collected from security news or vendors' reports. The collected 

incident information is recommended to include the name, description, category and affected assets 

of incident.  

The data acquired from third parties mainly includes IPs, domain names, URLs, incidents, 

vulnerabilities, and so on. The information of each type is the same as that of the above. 

Data collecting is recommended to be implemented by automated tools or scripts, when the data is 

collected from internal network elements and security devices. Data collecting is recommended to 

be obtained by using scripts or by a data exchanging and sharing mechanism, when the data is 

collected from outside sources. Subsequent processing of the collected data is recommended to 

follow the standard format defined by [OASIS STIXv2] and [OASIS TAXIIv2]. For the shared 

threat intelligence, data collecting is recommended to follow the standard format defined by 

[OASIS STIXv2] and [ OASIS TAXIIv2]. 

Data desensitization is recommended to be performed before data collecting, as data desensitization 

is the process of hiding the original sensitive data with characters or data, for the purpose of 

protecting the sensitive data. 

8.2 Data processing and analysing 

8.2.1 Data cleaning 

Data cleaning is one of the main steps of applying threat intelligence, and the purpose is to clean the 

collected data to make it uniform and useful data and to get prepared for the data transforming and 

data analysing part.  

– It is recommended to implement data filtering, data noise reduction and data deduplication.  

– It is recommended to implement data filtering, delete irrelevant data and filter the unrelated 

data in the original data set.  

– It is recommended to implement data noise reduction and data deduplication to smooth the 

noise data and delete duplicate data in the original data set.  

Since the collected data contains different kinds of data, such as the IPs, domains, URLs, incidents, 

vulnerabilities, and so on, data cleaning can be different according to the collected data. 

The data deduplication mainly deletes the duplicate data to save storage space. The criteria for 

different data types are different. For the data of IP information, if IP address is the same and the 

other parts of the record such as threat type, credit level are the same, then it is duplicate data and 

needs deduplication, otherwise it needs merging. As for domain information, if all the records of 

domain name server, DNS type, threat type and credit level are the same, then it is duplicate data 

and needs deduplication, otherwise it needs merging. For the vulnerability information, if the 
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vulnerability ID is the same, then it is duplicate data and needs deduplication. For the data of some 

other types, the similarity rate is recommended to be computed, if the similarity rate is higher than 

the threshold, then it needs deduplication. 

The similar information is recommended to be merged into one record. For the types of IP, domain, 

URL and incident information, if the IP, domain name server, URL and incident description is the 

same as another one, then they can be merged into one record. For some other data types, the 

similarity rate can be computed. If the similarity rate is within the threshold, then the information 

needs to be merged.  

– It is recommended to implement data sampling, data merging and data sorting to process 

missing values and outliers and to make data more useful for the latter process.  

– It is recommended to use automated tools for data filtering and data deduplication. 

8.2.2 Data transforming 

Data transforming is to eliminate the influence of the dimension and the range of values between 

indicators, and scale the data to a specified range, including function transformation and attribute 

construction, etc., and to transform the cleaned data to the unified format data, getting prepared for 

data analysing. 

To implement data transforming, it is recommended to use data mapping, data clipping and data 

segmentation to change the data to useful data with value. Spelling conversion is recommended to 

convert different spellings to the unified spelling. Format standardization is recommended to make 

the data of multiple data sources in a certain format. Data convergence is recommended to make 

unified storage of multiple sources. 

The data transforming procedures for each type of IP, domain, URL and incident vulnerability are 

similar. Data mapping rules are recommended for each type, which can be different according to the 

data type. For example, the data mapping rule for the incident information is to transform the name, 

description, category and affected assets field into standard format fields. The firewall (FW) 

information such as map timestamp, request URL, host name, attack type, attack content are 

recommended to be mapped to the defined format. 

For data clipping and data segmentation, the process of data transforming is recommended to be 

implemented by automated tools. For spelling conversion, the process of data transforming is 

recommended to be implemented by automated tools. For format standardization, the process of 

data transforming is recommended to follow the standard format defined by [OASIS STIXv2] and 

[OASIS TAXIIv2]. 

8.2.3 Data analysing 

Data analysing is the critical step for applying threat intelligence to use various algorithms to 

analyse the transformed data, extract keywords, clear rules, correlate analysis, etc., to obtain threat 

intelligence information, and analyse the corresponding countermeasures. 

To implement data analysing, data retrieval and data mining is recommended to obtain key threat 

intelligence information so as to create warnings or the corresponding countermeasures. Behaviour 

analysis and incident correlation analysis is recommended to be taken, so as to find the useful threat 

intelligence, such as IP address, domain name, hash digest, attacker information, response action, 

and so on. Knowledge mapping and threat hunting is recommended to be taken to hunt deep threat 

intelligence information and take countermeasures and responses. 

For example, the machine learning algorithm for DNS logs can be used to detect botnet C&C. The 

FW logs are recommended to be combined with the threat source, type, attack time and other 

information to compute threat level. The URL and IP information can be used to compute the 

reputation level. 
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The data analysing algorithms are recommended to be conducted automatically. The result of data 

analysing is recommended to follow the standard format defined by [OASIS STIXv2] and 

[OASIS TAXIIv2]. 

8.2.4 Situation awareness 

Situation awareness uses the analysed data to make trend predictions and warnings and at the same 

time display the overall situation. 

To implement situation awareness, situational visualization is recommended to make the display of 

the overall situation through the analysed data. Trend prediction and warning is recommended to be 

used to predict the possible range of threats, attack paths, attack methods, etc., through data analysis 

and the overall situation, and for issuing early warnings to provide security strategies to defend 

against possible attacks. The situation awareness method is based on algorithms including machine 

learning, linear analysis, probability statistics and artificial intelligence. 

Trend prediction and warning is recommended to be conducted automatically. The trend prediction 

and warning results are recommended to follow the standard format defined by [OASIS STIXv2] 

and [OASIS TAXIIv2]. For situational visualization and display, it is recommended to display the 

overall data situation using visualization tools. 

8.3 Intelligence sharing and applying 

The purpose of intelligence sharing and applying is to prevent or reduce security incidents, and to 

achieve a prompt and efficient response to each security incident in the telecommunication network. 

The intelligence obtained from the data processing and analysing phase, including threat 

information, predictive warning information, network security countermeasures, security policies, 

etc., could be shared with different departments and communities of telecommunication operators. 

The intelligence could be shared in several forms. For example, it could be shared in the form of 

reports and advisories or it could also be shared in the form of detection indicators. 

It is recommended to obtain intelligence from network elements, security devices and warning 

centres, etc. The operation and maintenance administrators could generate security policies 

according to the intelligence obtained, and deploy these security policies into network elements and 

security devices. The administrators could also update software versions, and modify the 

configuration of the network elements and security devices, if necessary.  

The URL type intelligence is recommended to be applied to the gateway, and then the gateway 

could update its security policy by filtering malicious URLs to a blacklist. It is recommended to be 

applied to IDS or IPS by updating protection rules using corresponding URLs.  

The malicious domain type intelligence is recommended to be applied to the DNS server, which 

could update the configuration by setting the malicious domain to a blacklist.  

The malicious IP type intelligence is recommended to be applied to the firewall and the firewall 

could update its security policy by filtering the malicious IP address. It can also be applied to IDS 

or IPS by updating protection rules using corresponding IP address.  

The vulnerability type intelligence is recommended to be applied to network elements, which could 

fix the vulnerabilities by updating the software or hardware. Meanwhile, it can optionally be used 

for making detection plug-ins, and then be used to update the detection scanner. The intelligence 

can optionally be applied in an emergency response system to identify the incidents and help to take 

action to prevent attacks. 

The intelligence is recommended to follow the standard format defined by [OASIS STIXv2] and 

[OASIS TAXIIv2]. Security command and control is recommended to use OASIS OpenC2 

specifications. 
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